Background: RNA secondary structure comparison is a fundamental task for several studies, among which are RNA structure prediction and evolution. The comparison can currently be done efficiently only for pseudoknot-free structures due to their inherent tree representation. Results: In this work, we introduce an algebraic language to represent RNA secondary structures with arbitrary pseudoknots. Each structure is associated with a unique algebraic RNA tree that is derived from a tree grammar having concatenation, nesting and crossing as operators. From an algebraic RNA tree, an abstraction is defined in which the primary structure is neglected. The resulting structural RNA tree allows us to define a new measure of similarity calculated exploiting classical tree alignment.
interactions determining a loop. A hairpin (Fig. 1a) is a loop characterised by one weak bond enclosing a sequence of nucleotides linked by strong bonds. An internal loop (Fig. 1b) is defined by two weak bonds alternating with two non-empty sequences of nucleotides linked by strong bonds. A bulge (Fig. 1c) is a special case of internal loop in which one of the two sequences of nucleotides is empty. A helix (Fig. 1d) is also a special case of internal loop in which both sequences are empty. Finally, a multi-loop ( Fig. 1e) consists of more than two weak bonds separated by non-empty sequences of nucleotides linked by strong bonds.
Disregarding the spatial configuration of the molecule and reducing nucleotides to dots, an RNA secondary structure can be schematically represented by a planar diagram like the one in Fig. 2 , where solid and zigzagged lines represent strong and weak bonds, respectively. Each planar diagram can be transformed into another one (see the same molecule of Fig. 2 . A secondary structure is said to be pseudoknot-free if the diagram does not present crossing among base pairs ( Fig. 3a) , otherwise it is called pseudoknotted (Fig. 3b ). Pseudoknots are very significant for the functional aspects of the RNA structures where they are present [3] and they are actually frequently found in real RNAs [4] . It is recognised that they play a variety of roles in biology, for example in the formation of the catalytic core of various ribozymes [5, 6] and in the alteration of gene expression inducing ribosomal frameshifting in many viruses [7, 8] .
The ability to compare RNA structures is useful for the prediction of the RNA folding process taking as initial data a set of already known secondary structures [9] . It is also useful for the RNA classification of various species [10, 11] , for determining the RNA consensus structure of aligned sequences and for the identification of highly conserved structures during evolution [12, 13] . Functional RNA families such as tRNA, rRNA, and RNAse P exhibit a highly conserved shape of secondary structure but little sequence similarity [14] . Therefore, it is of great interest the possibility of comparing RNA secondary structures directly, i.e., without relying on sequence similarity [15] [16] [17] .
Many approaches for pseudoknot-free RNA secondary structure comparison are based on their natural contextfree tree representation. Thus, the comparison of pseudoknot-free structures can be reduced to tree comparison. Tree comparison was firstly introduced by Selkow in 1977. He gave an algorithm that transforms a given tree into another one by performing a sequence of edit operations (namely, deletion, insertion and replacement of nodes) with minimal score [18] . Selkow's approach had the limitation that the edit operations could be applied only to the leaf nodes of the trees. Later, Tai's work used the same edit operations but permitted their a b
Fig. 2 An RNA secondary structure. Each nucleotide is represented by a ball, a strong interaction is depicted by a line and a weak interaction by a zigzagged line. a, pseudoknot-free; b, a pseudoknot, which makes the whole structure pseudoknotted a b Fig. 3 The secondary structure of Fig. 2 . In a, the zigzagged arcs do not cross while, in b, pseudoknots are clearly visible as crossings of arcs application to all nodes [19] . Another comparison technique is based on tree alignment, defined by Jiang et al. [20] . Given two trees, it constructs an alignment tree in which they can be embedded homomorphically. Tree editing and tree alignment are both based on edit operations and minimise a score function associated with them. This minimal score is usually referred to as distance and is used as a measure of similarity among structures. Höchs-mann et al. extended the tree alignment algorithm to compute the local alignment of forests and, based on the forest alignment model, developed a multiple alignment algorithm. RNAforester is the software package that implements these algorithms for pseudoknot-free RNA secondary structure comparison [14, 21] . RNAforester is distributed within the ViennaRNA package [22] . Chauve et al. defined the first unambiguous and complete dynamic programming for tree alignment [23] . Many other authors contributed in this field although the computational complexity has not been improved [24] . For a complete treatment of tree editing and tree alignment we refer to Bille's survey [25] . In the RNA setting, the tree editing approach is useful to identify the conserved structures during the folding process, while the tree alignment is suitable for clustering RNA molecules purely at the structural level. Although motifs with pseudoknots are considered important, most of the comparison approaches in the literature exclude pseudoknotted structures. One of the main reasons for this lack is the fact that the classical tree representation of structures fails when pseudoknots are present [26] . However, in the literature there are some works in which pseudoknotted structures are represented with other kinds of mathematical structures. Möhl et al. proposed a sequence-structure alignment for RNA pseudoknots which involves a pipeline for combining alignment and prediction of pseudoknots [27] . Han et al. decomposed embedded pseudoknots into simple pseudoknots and aligned them recursively [28] . Yoon used a profile hidden Markov model to establish sequence alignment constraints and incorporated these constraints into an algorithm for aligning RNAs with pseudoknots [29] . Wong et al. identified the pseudoknot type of a given structure and developed dynamic programming algorithms for structural alignments of different pseudoknot types [30] . Huang et al. applied a tree decomposition algorithm to search for non-coding RNA pseudoknotted structures in genomes [31] .
Parallel to structure comparison, structure prediction is one of the most extensively studied problems about RNA secondary structures. For the state of the art about folding algorithms we refer to a recent survey [32] . Regarding the folding of pseudoknotted structures, efficient algorithms exist only for particular classes of pseudoknots because finding the best structure including arbitrary pseudoknots is an NP-complete problem [33] . An overview of the various classes of pseudoknots is given by Nebel and Weinberg [34] . In particular, Reeder and Giegerich introduced the class of canonical simple recursive pseudoknots and developed an algorithm for folding structures possibly containing these motifs [35] . Notably, they used the general framework of Algebraic Dynamic Programming (ADP) [36, 37] , which has been recently extended by Berkemer et al. to tree grammars and applied to tree alignment and tree editing [38] . Riechert et al. expanded ADP to be used with multiple context-free grammars and applied the method to the classes of RNA pseudoknotted secondary structures that can be expressed by multiple context-free grammars [39] . Ponty and Saule unified in the same framework the dynamic programming algorithms for the folding of several classes of RNA secondary structures with pseudoknots based on hypergraph representation [40] .
In this paper we tackle the problem of structural comparison of RNA secondary structures with arbitrary pseudoknots based on an algebraic language for their representation as trees. We reuse the existing familiar notion of tree alignment with the relative optimised algorithms. A distance is defined among structures that neglects the primary structure and focuses on weak interactions.
We introduce first a set of appropriate operators, namely concatenation, nesting and crossing, which are defined to express each RNA secondary structure as an algebraic composition of hairpin loops. Briefly, concatenation is used to represent a motif in which a structure is followed by another one, as illustrated in Fig. 4a for two simple hairpins. Nesting corresponds to the insertion of a structure into a hairpin (Fig. 4b , where the internal structure is a simple hairpin) and crossing models interaction among structures (Fig. 4c , where both structures are simple hairpins). According to the nature of RNA molecules, a b c Fig. 4 a, concatenation b, nesting and c, crossing of two hairpins nesting and crossing are well defined if each nucleotide of the resulting structure forms at most one base pair. Such constraints do not apply to concatenation because two concatenated structures do not share nucleotides.
Using the defined operators, we introduce a regular tree grammar with conditional productions to obtain a unique tree representation of each RNA secondary structure, both pseudoknot-free and pseudoknotted. The use of tree grammars is inspired by the ADP framework, which is mainly used in the context of folding. In this work we use only the tree language part of the ADP framework because we focus on the representation of structures. As future work, we plan to use the full framework for exploiting our algebraic operators in the context of folding.
The derived trees of the defined regular tree grammar are called algebraic RNA trees and they are shown to be in a one-to-one correspondence with RNA secondary structures. This representation emphasises the algebraic nature of our approach, but contains too much information for the purpose of structural comparison by tree alignment. Therefore, we abstract them and we derive structural RNA trees by forgetting the primary structure. The algebraic aspect will be investigated in a future work to obtain a formalisation of a real algebra similar to Allen's Interval Algebra [41] . Our distance is calculated by aligning structural RNA trees using a scoring function that takes into account deletion, insertion and replacement of operators and hairpins, together with the number of crossings among hairpins.
We implemented the construction of algebraic and structural RNA trees together with the alignment and the calculation of the distance in the ASPRAlign open source Java application [42] that is distributed under the GNU General Public Licence, version 3.
Methods

Regular tree grammars
The theory of tree automata and tree languages was introduced in the middle of the 1960s by Thatcher [43] and extended in the following years [44] . Let us give a brief presentation of regular tree grammars in the style used within the ADP framework [36, 37] . A signature contains the building blocks for constructing terms, which are all the well-typed formulas that can be formed using the symbols in A and the function names of the signature . Each term can be naturally viewed as a rooted, ordered, labeled tree; actually, in this context, they can be identified, thus we will speak equivalently of terms or trees. The set containing all terms is denoted by T and is the analogous of the universe set A * for string languages. As it happens for strings, usually it is convenient to consider only a subset of all possible trees, which leads to the definition of tree languages.
Definition 2 (Tree Language) Let A be an alphabet and let be a signature. A tree language defined by over A is any subset of T .
Along the analogy with string languages, a tree language can be defined by a tree grammar. Among different types of tree grammars, having different expressive powers, we will use regular tree grammars. For convenience we permit variables, used as non-terminal symbols, in terms. If V is a set of variables then T (V ) denotes the set of all the terms in which a variable in V can occur as a term or in place of a sub-term. -V is a set of non-terminal symbols; -is a signature; -S ∈ V is a designed non-terminal symbol called axiom; -P is a set of productions of the form v → t, where v ∈ V and t ∈ T (V ).
A derivation relation for regular tree grammars * → is defined analogously to the one of context-free grammars. Starting from the axiom, each non-terminal symbol v can be rewritten with a tree t whenever v → t belongs to P. 
or, pictorially, as trees:
In the literature, each tree obtained with the tree grammar is known as derived tree. For each derived tree, its yield is normally defined as the sequence of leaf symbols read in left to right order. Formally, the yield function y on a tree t ∈ T is defined as 
The language of a regular tree grammar with conditions is the set of trees that can be derived from the axiom only by well-formed derivations.
Note that the use of a conditional production v c → t at some point in a derivation affects the complete derivation that continues from the subtree t inserted by this production. Only after the derivation is complete the condition can be checked.
Tree alignment
Tree alignment is a generalisation of sequence alignment. Let us introduce the notion of tree alignment by analogy with that of sequence alignment. An alignment of two sequences of characters can be seen as a sequence of character pairs, where pairs of type (a, b) are replacements, (a, −) are deletions and (−, a) are insertions. Note that a, b are alphabet characters of the sequence, whereas "-", referred to as the gap symbol, is not an element of the alphabet. Let s 1 and s 2 be two sequences over an alphabet and let s 1 
) denote the i-th element of the sequence s 1 (s 2 ). An alignment of s 1 and s 2 is denoted s
) and is such that each element of a pair (s
) may be the gap symbol, but the pair (−, −) is not allowed. The score of an alignment of two sequences is given by
where σ is a scoring function such that σ (x, y) = 0 if x = y ≠ − and σ (x, y) = 1 otherwise. With an abuse of notation, here and in the following definition σ is used both for the scoring function and the score. An optimal alignment is an alignment with the minimum score. The alignment of trees can be defined by analogy. An alignment of two ordered labelled trees is a tree whose nodes carry pairs that represent deletions, insertions, and replacements as defined for the alignment of sequences. Given two trees t 1 and t 2 , to obtain an alignment tree they must first be modified by inserting nodes labelled with the gap symbol in such a way that they become isomorphic. Then, the two isomorphic trees are overlaid forming only one tree L in which each node contains the pair of the labels coming from the two isomorphic trees.
Definition 6 (Tree Alignment Distance) Let t 1 and t 2 be two trees. The tree alignment distance between t 1 and t 2 , denoted by d T (t 1 , t 2 ), is the minimum score over all possible alignments of the two trees:
The tree alignment distance is not a metric, as it does not satisfy the triangle inequality. The tree alignment problem, i.e. finding the alignment with the optimal score, can be solved by considering all possible candidate alignments in a dynamic programming algorithm. A classical tree alignment algorithm was proposed by Jiang et al. in [20] . For a complete treatment of tree alignment we refer to the tutorial of Schirmer et al. [46] .
Results
Algebraic operators for RNA secondary structures
As introduced in the "Background" section, Waterman showed that each pseudoknot-free RNA secondary structure can be uniquely decomposed into five basic structural elements, or loops [1, 2] . Among these loops, hairpin is the basic one, consisting of only one weak interaction closing a sequence of unpaired nucleotides. Inspired by the Waterman's result, our first objective is to define a set of algebraic operators able to represent any kind of RNA secondary structure, including the pseudoknotted ones, as a combination of simple hairpin loops. In other words, our aim is to express any RNA secondary structure as an algebraic expression that, using only the defined operators, combines simple hairpins in a proper way to obtain a unique representation of the structure.
Let us first introduce informally all the needed ingredients by using some examples. First, we observe that, starting from a primary structure, the introduction of a weak interaction creates a secondary structure, which is composed of a head sequence, followed by a hairpin loop, followed by another sequence of unpaired nucleotides, which is a tail. Figure 5a shows an example of this case, where the head is formed only by the nucleotide A and the tail is the sequence AGUU. Secondly, we observe that the introduction of a new weak interaction between two unpaired nucleotides inside an hairpin generates another loop that is nested into the other, as illustrated in Fig. 5b . Nesting is the first of our operators, used to represent these situations. Thirdly, we observe that adding simultaneously two or more new weak interactions that involve nucleotides of an existing loop, in such a way that they do not cross, the result is the appearing of two or more new hairpins. They are concatenated and linked by a possibly empty sequence of unpaired nucleotides. Figure 6a shows this case by introducing into the structure of Fig. 5b two new weak interactions. The two new hairpins are linked by the nucleotide G. Concatenation is then another operator, introduced to model these situations. Finally, we observe that adding a new weak interaction involving two unpaired nucleotides of two different loops or one nucleotide of a loop and a nucleotide of the tail (or of the head), a pseudoknot is created. Figure 6b shows an example of the second case. The first nucleotide that belongs to the loop is connected with another one that composes the tail of the structure. Such weak interaction crosses with other weak interactions, calling for a crossing operator, which is the third of our set.
To define the three operators more formally we need to introduce the concept of pseudoloop, a structure characterised by zero or more crossings of weak interactions. Two examples of pseudoloops are illustrated in Fig. 7 : a structure with one crossing and another one with three crossings. Graphically, we identify a pseudoloop with a dashed line and call it pseudoweak interaction, a fictitious weak interaction that links the first and the last nucleotide of the structure. Note that pseudoloops are just secondary structures without heads and tails. Note also that a simple hairpin loop or a concatenation of hairpin loops is a pseudoloop, in this case having no crossings. Figure 8 illustrates these cases by showing two pseudoloops that are elements of the structure of Fig. 6b .
Formally, each pseudoloop will be denoted by an expression of the form (a Conversely, the notation ○ indicates that the nucleotide is unpaired. The sequence α may contain both paired and unpaired nucleotides. We will use the following convention throughout the paper: whenever we write an expression of the form a s or a s i , where a, a i ∈ {A, U, G, C} and s ∈ {○, •}, we mean that a or a i is the kind of nucleotide and s is the boolean information about its state of being paired or unpaired. Thus, if we write a i = b j we mean that a i and b j are the same nucleotide, but we do not care about the pairing information. Instead, if we write an expression of the form a are the same and their states about pairing is the same as well. Finally, the pairing state notation may be omitted in contexts in which it can be neglected. Our three operators are defined over pseudoloops: they take two pseudoloops and map them into another one. Note that a pseudoloop "forgets" the information about the actual weak interactions that exist inside it, retaining only the information about the pairing of nucleotides. This will not be a problem for our purposes because later we are going to use this concept just to check that the result of the application of the operators is well defined, which will not depend on the actual weak interactions that are inside the involved pseudoloops. Let us start defining the concatenation operator that takes two pseudoloops and attach them by a sequence of unpaired nucleotides.
be a possibly empty sequence of unpaired nucleotides. The concatenation of P 1 and P 2 , denoted by P 1 ⊙ η P 2 , is defined as
As an example, consider the structure in Fig. 8b . This pseudoloop can be obtained as the concatenation of two pseudoloops
linked by a sequence composed of only one unpaired nucleotide, G. Thus,
Differently from concatenation, the definition of the crossing of two pseudoloops is subject to constraints. In particular, it is necessary that a proper postfix of the primary sequence of the left pseudoloop is in common with a proper prefix of the primary sequence of the right one. Moreover, when the two pseudoloops are overlapped, the shared nucleotides must still retain the biological property that they are involved in at most one weak interaction. Thus, the definition that we are going to give necessarily introduces a notion of being well-defined, i.e., there may be crossings between pseudoloops that can not be considered valid in our setting. The definition also introduces a further parameter, a number k that holds the information about the position inside the left pseudoloop at which the right pseudoloop is attached (actually partially overlapped). Let k ∈ {2, . . . , N −1} be an internal position of a nucleotide in P 1 . The crossing between P 1 and P 2 , denoted by P 1 k P 2 , is defined as 
Definition 8 (Crossing)
, if P 2 is attached starting from position k of P 1 , then the sequence of nucleotides of P 2 ends after P 1 ;
, P 2 shares with P 1 the nucleotides from the k-th of P 1 to the last one of P 1 ; and 3 for all z = 2, . . .
that is to say, each nucleotide in position z that is in common between P 1 and P 2 is involved in at most one weak interaction whenever w z ≠⊥.
We say that the crossing P 1 k P 2 is well defined if and only if conditions (1) and (2) above are met and for all z = 2, . . . , M + k − 1 it holds that w z ≠⊥.
As an example, consider the structure in the Fig. 6b . The pseudoloop involving the nucleotides between the second (A • ) and the next to last (U • ) can be obtained as the cross-
where k is equal to 7. Note that P 1 corresponds to the structure of Fig. 6a . The result is
The nesting operator shares with the crossing one the fact that it is necessary to introduce a notion of being well-defined. However, for the nesting the constraints are slightly different. In particular, the nucleotides of the pseudoloop that is going to be nested inside the other one must all be shared, that is to say, the primary sequence of the nested pseudoloop must be a proper substring of the outer pseudoloop. The biological constraint about the weak interactions is the same. For convenience we impose that the outer pseudoloop of the nesting is the right operand of the operator while the nested pseudoloop is the left one. This decision influences also the position information held by the parameter k: in this case k is the relative position inside the outer (right) pseudoloop at which the nested (left) pseudoloop is overlapped.
be an internal position of a nucleotide in P 2 . The nesting of P 1 and P 2 , denoted by P 1 ⋒ k P 2 , is defined as
where:
nucleotides of P 1 are shared with P 2 ; and 3 for all z = 2, . . . , M − 1
We say that the nesting P 1 ⋒ k P 2 is well defined if and only if conditions (1) and (2) above are met and for all z = 2, . . . , M − 1 it holds that w z ≠⊥.
As an example of a well-defined nesting, consider the structure in Fig. 5b . The pseudoloop between the second and the fourteenth nucleotide can be obtained as the nesting of pseudoloops
k equal to 2. The resulting pseudoloop is
As mentioned above, according to the nature of RNA molecules, nesting and crossing are well defined if each nucleotide of the resulting structure forms at most one weak interaction. An example of a not well-defined pseudoloop is depicted in Fig. 9 , where the third nucleotide of the primary sequence has two weak interactions. The concatenation operator is not subject to such conditions since the two structures that are attached do not share nucleotides.
It is worth noting that in all the three definitions above it is implicit that the starting pseudoloops P 1 and P 2 are well defined. For the sake of simplicity we did not give a recursive definition to induce the property of being well-defined structurally. The reason is that we will always apply the three operators to hairpin loops (that are indeed well defined) and well-defined combinations of hairpin loops, which yield well-defined pseudoloops by construction.
A tree grammar for the algebraic RNA expressions
Taking advantage of the three operators defined above, each RNA secondary structure can be defined as a term of a regular tree grammar. Our objective is to generate only trees -or, equivalently, termsthat correspond to valid RNA secondary structures, both pseudoknot-free and pseudoknotted. Moreover, for each secondary structure, the tree (term) must be unique.
Let
be alphabets of RNA base nucleotides bearing the information of being paired or unpaired in a weak interaction. We let A = B ○ ∪ B • ∪ {(, ), ⊙, ⋒, } ∪ {2, . . . , K} be the alphabet of our tree grammar, where K ∈ N is a constant representing the maximum length of hairpins that we want to consider. For brevity, as introduced in the "Methods" section, we add a lexical level to the grammar allowing strings from A * in place of single characters. Let be the signature defined as follows:
○ . The regular tree grammar we define for RNA is G RNA = 
The rewriting rule for the start symbol S formalises that each RNA secondary structure is composed by a head η 1 of unpaired nucleotides, followed by a pseudoloop, followed by a tail η 2 of unpaired nucleotides. Each pseudoloop T may be a left-associative concatenation of pseudoloops or just a crossing/nesting/hairpin, by downgrading T to C, N or I. Each crossing pseudoloop C can be a left-associative sequence of crossings or just a nesting/hairpin, by downgrading C to N or I. Each nesting pseudoloop N is composed by a hairpin enclosing a generic embedded pseudoloop T or just by a hairpin, by downgrading N to I.
In the given tree grammar all the nodes corresponding to the concatenation, crossing and nesting operators have a middle child, which is a leaf of the tree, labelled with the operator itself and the additional parameters introduced in Definitions 7, 8 and 9. The presence of these leaf nodes is important because in regular tree grammars the predicate of conditional productions is defined on the yield of the corresponding node. This means that, in order to syntactically check the property of being well-defined, according to the definition of the operators, the predicate c in the conditional productions of crossing and nesting must operate on strings. Therefore, these strings, which are the yield of the nodes, must contain the necessary information to recognise the applied operators and their parameters. The definition of c is as follows.
Let u, u ′ , u ′′ ∈ A + . The yield of a crossing node or of a nesting node in a derived tree of G RNA is a string of the form u (o, k) x 1 ω x 2 , where k ∈ N and o ∈ { , ⋒}, or
if the left pseudoloop reduces to just an hairpin. Let us first define a function p ∶ A + → P to transform these yield strings into pseudoloops in the form used in Definitions 7, 8 and 9.
The predicate c is defined inductively in accordance with the notion of being well-defined for pseudoloops:
where o ∈ { , ⋒} and welldef is a predicate checking whether or not the given application of the operators is well defined according to Definitions 8 and 9.
The particular formulation of the grammar is given with the intention of defining a unique derived tree for each possible secondary structure, pseudoknot-free or pseudoknotted. Let us illustrate this property firstly with an example. We describe, step by step, the unique way to represent the structure in Fig. 6b using the rewriting rules of the grammar. In other words, we introduce a procedure to build a derived tree of grammar G RNA starting from a given RNA secondary structure encoded, for instance, as an arc-annotated sequence [47] .
The first step is to recognise the enclosing pseudoloop between the second nucleotide A
• and the next to last one U • , as illustrated in Fig. 10a . The head A ○ and the tail U ○ of the secondary structure are then immediately identified, resolving uniquely the rewriting rule for the start symbol S. Now we have to decompose the just identified pseudoloop rewriting the non-terminal symbol T. The first possible decomposition to consider is the simplest one, i.e., concatenation. In this case the pseudoloop cannot be decomposed into sequences of concatenated pseudoloops. Thus, the rewriting rule T → C is applied and the pseudoloop must be decomposed into a crossing or into a nesting. The way to deterministically decide this, according to the structure of the grammar, is to select the hairpin inside the pseudoloop that has the rightmost paired nucleotide. In our case such hairpin is
if it crosses with some other arc inside the pseudoloop. This is so in our case, thus the grammar rewriting rule to be selected is the one for crossing, C → (C, ( , k), I), where I is rewritten with I → H(α 1 ). It follows that C must be the pseudoloop that results by eliminating the hairpin α 1 from the originally identified pseudoloop, which yields the one starting at the second nucleotide of the sequence and ending at the fourteenth, depicted with a dashed line in Fig. 10b . The value of k follows as well: it is the position at which the left paired nucleotide of
• , is in the new identified pseudoloop, i.e., 7. At this point we identified the rewriting rule to be used and all its components apart from C, which must be recursively analysed. Let us then consider the pseudoloop in Fig. 10b . Again, this pseudoloop cannot be decomposed as a sequence of concatenations, so we re-apply the same technique and consider the hairpin that has the rightmost paired nucleotide in the pseudoloop. This is depicted as a dashed line in Fig. 11a . In this case it follows that k = 2. The next step is to recursively decompose the last identified pseudoloop. It is easy to see that it is again a nesting with k equal to 2. The resulting pseudoloop to be further decomposed is the one depicted with a dashed line in Fig. 11b . This particular pseudoloop can indeed be decomposed as a concatenation of two pseudoloops, which are actually two hairpins:
The value of η for the concatenation is G ○ .
Since there are no more non-hairpin pseudoloops to decompose, the procedure ends. The unique derived tree of the grammar associated to the structure of Fig. 6b , built using the procedure illustrated above, is shown in Fig. 12 .
Theorem 1 Let S be an RNA secondary structure. Then, there is only one derived tree of the tree grammar G RNA associated to S.
Proof Given any S, it is possible to follow a procedure analogous to the one illustrated for the structure depicted in Fig. 6b . Firstly, by hypothesis, S respects the constraint on weak interactions of RNA, i.e., there are not nucleotides that have more than one weak interaction. This means that the application of the operators at each a b Fig. 10 a, first and b, second step of the procedure for building the derived tree of the structure in Fig. 6b a b Fig. 11 a, third and b, fourth step of the procedure for building the derived tree of the structure in Fig. 6b step is well-defined. Secondly, the choice of the operator to use at each step of the procedure is uniquely determined by the structure of S. Finally, in case of crossing and nesting, the choice of the hairpin to identify as the one to remove from the pseudoloop is unique as well. Thus, the way to construct the derived tree for S is unique.
Corollary 1 Any secondary structure can be uniquely decomposed in terms of hairpins together with a head and a tail.
Proof Given any structure S, the derived tree of the grammar G RNA associated to S, as determined in the proof of Theorem 1, expresses the structure as a unique combination of hairpins using the operators for concatenation, crossing and nesting. The head and the tail are attached at the beginning and at the end.
As an example, consider the derived tree in Fig. 12 , associated to the structure of Fig. 6b. Let α 
• be sequences of nucleotides representing hairpins and let α 1 and α 2 be as above. The decomposition in hairpins expressed by the derived tree is the yield of the tree itself:
where square brackets are used to emphasise the structure of the string induced by the tree, but are not part of the string.
Theorem 2 Let t be a derived tree of the regular tree grammar G RNA . Then, the structure of t corresponds to an RNA secondary structure.
Proof By definition of derived tree for a regular tree grammar, the predicate c of conditional productions for crossing and nesting nodes are all satisfied. This means that the constraints on the weak interactions are satisfied and that the pseudoloops that are identified in t are all well defined. To see that then t represents indeed a secondary structure it is sufficient to observe that each time in t a conditional production is applied, one hairpin is Fig. 12 Algebraic RNA tree of the structure in Fig. 6b according to the regular tree grammar G RNA added to the structure in a well-defined way. Moreover, each time in t the rewriting rule T → ⊙(T, (⊙, η), C) is applied, several well-defined substructures are just concatenated, forming well-defined structures by definition because concatenation is alway well defined.
Finally, we can characterise the property of a structure of being pseudoknot-free or pseudoknotted by looking at the operators that are needed to represent it. Theorem 3 Let S be a secondary structure. S is pseudoknotted if and only if the derived tree associated to S by the regular tree grammar G RNA contains at least an internal node labelled with . Otherwise, S is pseudoknot-free.
Proof It is sufficient to observe that in the process of constructing the derivation tree associated to S, as in the proof of Theorem 1, the internal node , corresponding to a crossing, is selected only if the current rightmost hairpin is actually crossing with some other hairpin of the pseudoloop on the left. Thus, if the rule is not used in the whole tree then there is no hairpin crossing with another in the structure, i.e., the structure is pseudoknot-free.
In other words, we can characterise all pseudoknot-free structures using only the concatenation and the nesting operator. Crossing is needed only for pseudoknotted structures. In order to emphasise the algebraic nature of the tree we introduce the following name.
Definition 10 (Algebraic RNA Tree) Let S be a secondary structure. The Algebraic RNA Tree of S is defined as the unique derived tree of the grammar G RNA associated to S.
Algebraic structural pseudoknot RNA alignment
Our first application of algebraic RNA trees introduced so far is in the field of structure comparison. In particular, we are interested in comparing RNA secondary structures structurally, i.e., looking at the (possibly pseudoknotted) structures by neglecting the kind of base pairs that created the weak interactions, i.e., without depending on the primary structure. For this purpose, algebraic RNA trees contain unnecessary information that can be abstracted, i.e., the identity of the nucleotides forming the hairpins. Moreover, in algebraic RNA trees the positions at which the pseudoloops are connected are expressed by the parameters k of the crossing and the nesting operators. According to the nature of the algebraic operators, such positions are relative to the involved operands. This is not convenient for a structural comparison of the whole structure, for which it is necessary to reconstruct the corresponding absolute positions inside the primary sequence. Therefore, we make a further step by introducing structural RNA trees as an abstraction of algebraic RNA trees in which the information about the identity of the nucleotides is forgotten and the absolute positions of the involved hairpins are reported.
Definition 11 (Structural RNA Tree) A structural RNA tree is an ordered labelled tree such that:
• each interior node has two children and is labelled with ⊙, ⋒ or with an element of {( , h) | h ∈ N}; • each leaf is labelled with H(start, stop), where start, stop ∈ N. Figure 13 shows a structural RNA tree that is the abstraction of the algebraic RNA tree of Fig. 12 , which in turn corresponds to the structure of Fig. 6b . First, note that the original root of the algebraic RNA tree, labelled with ⇆, is eliminated, together with the head and the tail sequences. The other internal nodes labelled with operators in the algebraic RNA tree remain the same in the structural RNA tree, apart from the crossing operator, which is paired with a number h. This h is the number of crossing interactions of the current hairpin and will be explained later in more detail. The middle child of each Fig. 13 The structural RNA tree corresponding to the algebraic RNA tree in Fig. 12 internal node labelled with an operator of the algebraic RNA tree disappears in the structural RNA tree and the right child becomes a leaf node H(start, stop) representing the same hairpin loop of the algebraic RNA tree, but showing the absolute positions at which the hairpin starts and stops in the original structure.
A structural RNA tree can be obtained from an algebraic RNA tree through a depth-first visit of the latter in which, for each internal node ν labelled with an operator, the list of hairpins (with absolute starting and stopping positions) constituting the pseudoloop associated to the left child is returned from the recursive function. Using this list, it is possible to calculate, whenever the current operator of ν is a crossing, the number of hairpins in the pseudoloop of the left child that actually cross with the hairpin on the right child. Given two hairpins H(i, j) and
Consider the structure depicted in Fig. 14a and the relative structural RNA tree shown in the left part of Fig. 15 . The root is labelled with ( , 1) because the hairpin H(11, 18) crosses only with the hairpin H(4, 13) and not with H(2, 9), which are the two hairpins constituting the pseudoloop associated to the left child of the root. Differently, if we consider the structure depicted in Fig. 14b and the relative structural RNA tree shown in the right part of Fig. 15 , the root is labelled with ( , 2). Indeed, in this case the hairpin H (7, 16) of the right child of the root crosses with both the hairpins H (2, 9) and H(4, 13) of the pseudoloop associated with the left child. Figure 16 shows an alignment tree of the two structural RNA trees of Fig. 15 . Let us suppose, as we will explain better later, that the score of aligning two hairpins H(i, j) and Suppose we are given two RNA secondary structures and their algebraic RNA trees obtained by the grammar G RNA . To compare the two structures, we align the corresponding structural RNA trees. We define the scoring function σ s as follows:
replace hairpin with hairpin σs(H(i, j), op) = σs(op, H(i, j)) = +∞ replace hairpin with operator
where h, h
The scoring function σ s is quite standard regarding the pairs containing an insertion or a deletion of an operator or of an hairpin. Concerning the pairs with a replacement, we already discussed the case of two crossing operators with a possibly different number h. The case in which an hairpin is replaced with an hairpin with possibly different absolute position is assigned score zero. The reason for this is again the fact that we want the measure of comparison independent from the primary sequence. The structural interplay among the hairpins is structurally expressed by the operators and the structural differences between crossing hairpins is already considered by the case of two crossing operators. Therefore, assigning a positive score to differences in the absolute positions of two aligned hairpins would introduce a dependence from the primary sequence and would be useless for our purposes. Finally, the replacement of an operator with an hairpin should always be avoided because the resulting alignment tree would not conserve the shape reflecting the application of the operators to hairpins and sub-terms. This is the reason why the score assigned to such a replacement is infinite. We can now define the Algebraic Structural Pseudoknot RNA Alignment (ASPRA) distance.
a b
Fig. 14 Two different RNA secondary structures having the same pattern of application of the crossing operator. In a, the rightmost weak interaction crosses only with one of the other two. In b, the rightmost weak interaction crosses with both the other two Fig. 15 On the left, the structural RNA tree of the structure shown in Fig. 14a . On the right, the structural RNA tree of the structure shown in Fig. 14b Definition 12 (ASPRA Distance) 
is an alignment of t 1 and t 2 }
Let us give an example by calculating the distance between the RNA secondary structure introduced in Fig. 6b , say S 1 , and the RNA secondary structure illustrated in Fig. 17 , say S 2 . The structural RNA tree of the structure S 2 is shown in Fig. 18 . Figure 19 shows an optimal alignment tree of the structural RNA trees of S 1 and S 2 . The distance is
having all the other pairs score 0.
To conclude this section, it is worth noting that the unit score c m to be assigned to a mismatch in the number of crossing interactions of two aligned crossing nodes 
Discussion
We have introduced a new algebraic representation for RNA secondary structures with arbitrary pseudoknots. We have called it algebraic RNA tree, which is derived from a regular tree grammar using three main operators: concatenation, nesting and crossing. The language of terms generated by the given tree grammar is shown to be in one-to-one correspondence with the set of RNA secondary structures with arbitrary pseudoknots. As a first application of algebraic RNA trees we have defined a measure of comparison, called ASPRA distance, that is able to compare RNA secondary structures with arbitrary pseudoknots structurally, i.e., without depending on the primary structure. The distance is obtained by using the classical tree alignment algorithm on structural RNA trees, abstractions of algebraic RNA trees.
In this section we give the necessary information to practically use the notions introduced so far on real RNA molecules. The procedures to construct algebraic and structural RNA trees and to calculate the ASPRA distance have been implemented in the ASPRAlign Java application [42] . The source code of ASPRAlign, together with documentation and examples, is publicly available under the GNU General Public Licence, version 3. Fig. 18 The structural RNA tree of the structure in Fig. 17 ASPRAlign accepts as input RNA secondary structures in the Extended Dot-Bracket Notation format [48] , typically supported by public database of structures, or in the Arc Annotated Sequence format. The latter format is derived from the former by substituting the dot-bracket string with a list of weak interactions expressed as pairs (i 1 , j 1 ); (i 2 , j 2 ); . . . ; (i m , j m ) where each index i k , j k belongs to the interval [1, n] (n being the length of the primary sequence) and i k < j k + 1 for all k. The weak interactions can be given in any order and the indices i k , j k are the starting and the stopping positions of the k-th weak interaction. The default output format of ASPRAlign for trees is a string resulting form a depth-first visit of the given tree following the format ("node-label", [list-of-children]). An alternative output format for a tree is L A T E X code to obtain a graphical tree representation like the ones in Figs. 12, 13 and 16.
Starting from a secondary structure given in arc annotated sequence format, as specified above, ASPRAlign builds the algebraic RNA tree in time
where (j k − i k ) is the length of the k-th weak interaction. The construction of an arc annotated sequence starting from an extended dot-bracket notation format can be done in O(n). The building of the structural RNA tree is currently implemented from scratch, i.e. starting from the secondary structure specification, with the same time complexity of building the algebraic RNA tree. Alternatively, the structural RNA tree can be derived from a visit of the algebraic RNA tree as discussed in the previous subsection.
ASPRAlign uses the implementation of the Jiang et al. algorithm [20] for tree alignment provided by the Java package fr.orsay.lri.varna.models.treealign of the StatAling software package [49, 50] 2 ) where |t| is the number of nodes of the tree t and deg(t) is the degree of the tree t, i.e. the maximum number or children of any node in 
Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced algebraic RNA trees and structural RNA trees to represent uniquely RNA secondary structures with arbitrary pseudoknots. This has been achieved by representing the structures as expressions of an algebraic language with three operators and simple hairpin loops as operands. While in classical representations pseudoknotted structures can not be represented by a tree, this is quite natural using our operators. Based on structural RNA trees, we have also defined the ASPRA distance to compare RNA secondary structures without taking into account the primary sequences and focusing mainly on the motifs of the structures. Such a measure of comparison is useful because the secondary structure is more preserved than the primary one during evolution. Our distance has the advantage to consider all the weak interactions including the pseudoknots, while in other measures of comparison present in the literature only subclasses of pseudoknots are considered. We have implemented the procedures to build the trees and to compute the distance in an open source Java application called ASPRAlign [42] .
As an immediate continuation of the present work, the ASPRA distance will be tested on real RNA secondary structure with pseudoknots that are available in public repositories such as the Worldwide Protein Data Bank Database [51] and the Pseudobase++ Database [52] . This work will be carried out in collaboration with experts of the biological domain in order to test both the usability of the software and the impact of our new measure of comparison on the creation of new biological knowledge.
On the theoretical side, the natural extension of our algebraic approach is the formalisation of the three operators in an algebraic structure with a proper axiomatisation. This would allow us to study the properties of the RNA secondary structures with arbitrary pseudoknots in a compositional way.
Beyond the structural comparison based on the ASPRA distance we aim at applying our approach to the folding problem of RNA secondary structures with pseudoknots. To this end, the Algebraic Dynamic Programming framework, together with the tree language already introduced in this paper, is a good starting point. The objective is to derive an algorithm that works for arbitrary pseudoknots, instead of classes of pseudoknots, as it is in the current state of the art. Moreover, an improvement of the efficiency of the existing algorithms for the various classes of pseudoknots might be reached by exploiting suitable properties of our operators. The same problem can be faced using the algebraic representation together with learning algorithms and adaptability checking typical of complex systems [53] [54] [55] .
Finally, based on our preliminary results [56, 57] and using our algebraic approach, we plan also to deal with the problem of RNA classification. 
